Genotype-environment interaction is often explained by the multiplicative model where j3 is a parameter of the j-genotype not necessarily associated with the main effect for genotypes and e, is the main effect for environment i. Mandel (1961) proposed a test for H0: ,3= 0, 1= 1, 2,...g; generalizing Tukey's 'One degree of freedom for non additivity'. Nevertheless if H0 is rejected we do not have a method for detecting which /3, is different from zero. In this paper a test for detecting which j3 are different from zero when the general H0: 0,1 = 1, 2,... g; is rejected is proposed. In addition, if a within (i, 1)-cell error is available another test to detect for which genotype the multiplicative model fails is proposed. These exact conditional tests can be useful to explain genotype-environment interaction.
Introduction
Genotype-environment interaction is of major importance to the plant breeder in developing improved varieties because the relative rankings of varieties grown over a series of environments may differ statistically, causing problems in plant selection.
One of the most popular methods to explain the genotype-environment interaction seems to be the use of the multiplicative model. This method was first used by Mooers in 1921 , as Westcott (1986 stated, but in most of the literature Yates & Cochran (1938) appear as the first authors of this approach which consists of classifying genotypes by their regression coefficients calculated by regressing genotype means on environmental means.
Many authors show the statistical invalidity of using such regression analysis and their sums of squares but Shukia (1972) , using the results of Mandel (1961) which are a generalization of that given by Tukey (1949) , has shown that this method is statistically correct. If we reject the hypothesis H0: f3 f1 with this method Shukla (1972) recommended an analysis including just two genotypes of interest to test the equality of any two Let the model be
where Y,, is the mean of r replicates of the jth genotype in the ith environment, p is the grand mean, , (i = 1,..., s) the additive environment contribution of the ith environment, r (j = 1, ..., g) the additive genetic contribution of the jth genotype, y, the genotypeenvironment interaction of the jth genotype in the ith environment and E11 are independent normal variables with mean zero and variance a2.
If we assume = j3r1, one way to estimate j3 is first to obtain the estimates of u, e,, r, ignoring and then to adjust the residuals Z -Y.
-Y. + Y.. to the multiplicative model using the estimates e, = Y.
-V.. of e the environmental effects. It is known that this procedure is not the least squares method (Gabriel, 1978) but it has proved to be useful. Mandel (1961) proved that H0: fi1=O, j1, 2,...,g; can be tested with: Tests for the multiplicative model
In this section we will use the generalization of the linear model given by Milliken & Graybill (1970) where E4 = Eq -E1.
Observe that jdq =0 and Xd1=0.
In order to develop the specific test for H0: /3 = we will use a straightforward application of the general linear model theory.
Let us define: 
A'
Transpose of matrix A.
AB Product of matrices A and B.
A 0 B Direct product of matrices A and B.
e '-'(e1,e2,...,e) r'=(r1, 2'"' Tg)
Z).
and Y, y, E, E and din the same way as Z. With these definitions it can be shown that:
where H is the centring matrix
='s ®'g -(1/g)15 ®Jg -(us) J ®Ig+(1/sg) Js ®Jg then model (6) can be expressed by
If are taken as fixed effects we could assume 0 and then j9= 0; in this case it can be proved that He 0/3= e 0/3.
Tests for the coefficients of the model
Under assumptions that E are random independent normal variables with mean zero and variance a2, vector E will have multinormal distribution with vector mean zero and covariance matrix Cov( E) = Ha2, that is E-N(0, Ha2) and then Z-'N(e®fi, Ha2). It can be proved that the conditional covariance matrix of $ given e, is (see Appendix)
Cov(fi)(1/ge'e) (gig Jg) a2 Var(b1)(1/ge'e)(g-l) a2.
If model (6) is correct an unbiased estimator of a2 is = SSDR /(g -1) (s -2) and the specific hypothesis (6) H0: /31=0 is rejected with a level if tj ta!2 where = b1/J(DR /g( s -2) e' e) or equivalently, if lb1 I t12.fbR/g(s -2)e'e). (9) Hypothesis H0: fi = is rejected with a level if I tj ta!2 where t=(b1_b1)/.i(2SSDR/(g-1)(s-2)e'e).
Test to detect for which genotype the model falls
In order to develop this test let Z =(Z11, Z23,..., Z)
It can be seen from the covariance matrix of Z that
Z=HY (7) =g(g-1)1Z(I. -ee'/e'e) Z1=ZAZ observe that Zq is independent of the elements of matrix A and that: MAMAM = MAM then, with Ogasawara and Takahashi's theorem cited by Rao (1973, P. 188) we can conclude that the conditional distribution of SSDJ, given e1, is a a2x2 with r(AM) =s-2 d.f. Similarly it can be seen that if y 0, g(g-1)11Zfollows a a2x2 with s-i d.f. [this result was obtained by Ellenberg (1977) 
It is not difficult to verify that these sets of hypotheses are not statistically independent but they can be useful to detect for which genotype the assumed model fails. Now, if we assume that y, are random independent normal variables the significance of genotype-environment interaction confirms the presence of the variance component a. In this case, if it is suspected that genotypes have different 'stability variance' a (Shukla, 1972) , the hypothesis H0: a a can be tested with the procedure given by Ellenberg (1977) in which H0, is rejected if C=Max1 Z/Z> Ca (12) with a significance level not greater than a. If H0 is rejected we can use (10) to detect for which genotypes it can be assumed that a 0.
If we try to model genotype-environment interaction with model (6), but now with the additional assumption that d are random normal variables with mean zero and covariance matrix Hat, where a can also be termed 'stability variance', test (11) can be used to identify non-stable genotypes.
Examples
Example 1. In this example we have a case in which the multiplicative model is adequate for explaining a twoway interaction.
In Table 1 we have data for eight bean genotypes in four environments (sowing dates) studied by Valen- (Table 1) .
Coefficients fl could be interpreted as a measure of sensitivity Talbot (1982) . For example, genotype 1 has better performance in environments with high yield production (environments 3 and 4) while genotype 8 has better performance in environments with low yield production (environment 1).
Example 2. In this example we will consider the classical barley data analysed by Yates & Cochran (1938) . We shall only consider the part of the table dealing with genotype-enviromfleflt interaction. In Table 3 , the genotype x environment totals are given and Table 4 shows that genotype-environment interaction is significant. In order to test H0: a = a, we get C= 750.47/1477.69 0.5078.
As C005 = 0.4824 (table 1 given in Ellenberg, 1977) , we reject H0 and with test (10) we conclude that genotypes 4 and 5 are unstable. Further regression analysis shows that the multiplicative model is significant at level a 0.05 but SSDR is also significant. Hypothesis H0: $-0 will be rejected at the level a = 0.05 if b1k tai2J[DR/(S -2)SSE] = 0.335.
In Table 3 it can be seen that regression coefficients of genotypes 4 and 5 are different from zero at level a = 0.05. In order to investigate whether the multiplicative model fails just for one or two genotypes, SSDR is split in sums of squares, one for each genotype. In Table 4 we can see that genotype 4 remains unstable, although its variability has reduced considerably.
Similar conclusions were drawn by Yates & Cochran (1938) and Shukla (1972) but the above type of analysis uses exact conditional tests and so the levels of significance are exact.
Note that sums of squares are divided by 6, MSRG. = gSSRG1/(g -1) (s -1) and MSDR1 = gSSDR1/ (g-1)(s-2). places we have an estimate of the within (i,j) cell error It can be proved that b' =(b1, b2,..., bg_1) where b1 so that an exact genotype-environment interaction test is defined in (4) 
